We are concerned with three types of uncertainties: probabilistic, possibilitistic and interval. By using possibility and necessity measures as an Interval Valued Probability Measure (IVPM), we present IVPM's interval expected values whose possibility density functions are in the form of polynomials. By working with the endpoints of interval expected values of independent uncertain coefficients in a linear optimization problem, we turn the uncertain problem to four deterministic ones. These problems lead us to the bounds of our solution and objective value and we use the midpoint of these bounds to represent the problem. Moreover, linear optimization problems containing all three types of uncertainties can be solved using this framework.
I. INTRODUCTION
An Interval Valued Probability Measure (IVPM) which is generated from the definitions provided by Weichselberger [6] , is a tool that gives a partial representation for an unknown probability measure. In this paper we expand the idea in [2] of using an IVPM to an optimization problem with uncertain coefficients. The types of these uncertainties in this research are probabilistic, possibilistic and interval uncertainties. Possibilistic uncertainties can be generated from fuzzy uncertainties. We provide the necessary definitions and explanations in the next section.
To apply IVPM in optimization problems, we will use the interval expected value described in section II as the representative of each uncertain coefficient. We construct a general form of an interval expected value whose IVPM construction forms a polynomial possibility density function.
In section III, by assuming independence, we apply interval expected values to all uncertain coefficient random variables. We create an algorithm for a linear program (LP) with interval uncertainty coefficients. Using this algorithm, we show that our uncertainty problem becomes an ordinary LP. Examples, conclusion and further research idea are provided.
II. INTERVAL VALUED PROBABILITY MEASURE (IVPM)
Before giving the definition of an IVPM, we would like the readers to feel comfortable with the notationm. ; wherem is corresponding to m as a random variable with probabilistic distribution and m means that m is a random variable, with possibilistic distribution.
In real applications, we might not know (with certainty) the probability measure for our problems. Lodwick and Jamison [2] use an IVPM, im(A) = i − m (A), i + m (A) , to measure a partial representation for an unknown probability measure. The original paper for the idea of IVPM is Weichselberger [6] . We use the following notation and information throughout the paper unless stated otherwise:
• The arithmetic operations applied to intervals are those of interval arithmetic [3] . • The set of all intervals contained in [0, 1] is denoted as
• S denotes the universal set and A is a σ-algebra of S.
Note that S = R. Possibility distribution functions (see [5] ) define a possibility measure, P os : S → [0, 1] where P os (A) = sup {p (x) | x ∈ A} and its dual necessity measure is
where sup {p (x) | x ∈ ∅} = 0. A necessity distribution function n : S → [0, 1] can be defined by setting
and the corresponding necessity measure
In [1] , it is shown that possibility distributions can be constructed which satisfy the following consistency definition. The reader could find more explanations, examples and a construction of an IVPM in [2] .
A. The Interval Expected Value Constructed From Polynomial Possibility Density Function
In this paper we consider the interval expected value (definition is given in [2] ),
of an IVPM constructed from possibility and necessity measures as the specific upper and lower cumulative probability distribution functions, respectively. When the interval expected value is calculated, as we will see, the lower cumulative distribution function gives the right end-point of the interval expected value, while the upper cumulative distribution function generates the left end-point. We give a formal definition of the interval expected value in definition 2.6 This definition will become clear when we present how to calculate the interval expected value through a polynomial possibility density function. Definition 2.7: A polynomial degree n fuzzy number a/b/c/d, is a random number whose value is fuzzy between a and d. The corresponding polynomial fuzzy membership
where f L and f R are defined in table I. We can use f as a polynomial possibility density function when we have a corresponding possibilistic uncertainty random variable. Consider a polynomial degree n fuzzy number
, the corresponding fuzzy membership function (or possibility density function) which originally comes from a polynomial function x n where n = 1, 2, 3, . . . has the general form as shown in table I. 
In general, the upper cumulative and the lower cumulative probability distribution functions generated by polynomial possibility density function are F u and F l , respectively, where
For n odd, we calculate the left and right density functions respectively as follows:
The upper cumulative distribution produces the lower integral and the lower cumulative distribution produces the upper integral. Therefore
Similar work could be done for the even degree. Thus, the interval expected value of an IVPM constructed by a polynomial possibility density function degree n where n ∈ N is 
Proof: It is a property of an expected value.
III. IVPM WITH LINEAR PROGRAMMING
Consider a linear programming (LP) with some uncertain coefficients
where some components ofȃ,b andc could represent probabilistic, possibilistic, or interval uncertain random variables. The bound on vector x could be ∞. In this paper we consider the situation when these random variables are mutually independent. Definition 3.1: (Lodwick and Jamison [2] ) The IVPM constructed from two uncertain independent random variables,X andY , is defined as
By using the assumption that all uncertain coefficient random variables are independent, we form an IVPM iȃ ×b×c then calculate the interval expected value of each uncertain coefficient with respect to this IVPM. Thus uncertain coefficients of the LP (2) become intervals as shown in (3).
At this point, if we break the constraints of (3) into 2 sets based on the left and the right endpoints of interval coefficients. We get the first set of constraints based on the left endpoints as
. . , m and the second set of constraints based on the right endpoints as
Providing that feasible regions of g L and g U are not empty, one of these constraint systems has the smallest feasible set and the other has the largest feasible set. Also the smaller feasible set is a subset of the bigger one. We can also split the objective function f into f L and f U . For any
However, we don't know which constraint system is larger than the other. For instance, if the feasible region of g L is bigger than the one of g U then the (smallest) upper bound on objective function value is calculated from the system f U ( x, a L ) s.t. g L ( x, b L , c L ) = 0. In the same way, the (biggest) lower bound on objective function value is
Therefore, we need to solve the following four LP systems to be able to get the tightest bound of our objective value.
Unlike in the ordinary LP, for this paper a problem might have no feasible region. Instead, the constraints g( x,b,c) = 0 mean that g can come as close to zero as possible. Therefore, it is reasonable to use penalty strategies for this type of problem. For example in [2] max f ( x,ȃ) := 8x 1 + 7x 2
where2 = 1/2/2/3. It is easy to see that this problem has no feasible set. Therefore, the solution x * for a modified problem does not need to satisfy the constraints of the original one.
So in the case that one of the constraint systems has no feasible region, we apply the penalty functions to each of the systems in (4). The LP systems become unconstrained objective functions as follows, where 0 ≤ x ≤ t and p 1 , p 2 are penalty cost vectors for g L and g U , respectively.
Using modeling techniques, we can turn (5) to a deterministic LP problem as follows.
where e L i and s L i denote as the cost penalty for each excess and shortage unit of g L i from zero. Apply similar work for (6), (7) and (8), we get other 3 deterministic LP problems. Solving these systems, we earn the optimal solution ( x * , ψ * , ζ * ) for the lowest upper bound of the objective value, z * , by using one of the deterministic problems generated from (7) or (8) and the optimal solution ( x * , ψ * , ζ * ) for the largest lower bound of the objective value, z * , by using one of the deterministic problems generated from (5) or (6) .
The question now is how to use these two solutions to represent our original uncertain problem. We know that both solutions are in the biggest feasible set of remodeled problems. So any convex combinations of them are also in the set. We claim without prove here that for any α, β ∈ [0, 1]
and c j ∈ c L j , c U j , where i = 1, . . . , n and j = 1, . . . , m, so that α( x * , ψ * , ζ * ) + β( x * , ψ * , ζ * ) is an optimal solution corresponding to the objective value αz * + βz * for the deterministic problem
By this claim, we can use (( x * , ψ * , ζ * ) + ( x * , ψ * , ζ * ))/2 as our representation of the original uncertain problem with the objective value (z * + z * )/2.
The following algorithm summarizes the work we have explained in this section.
Algorithm 3.1: IVPM with interval uncertain coefficients LP.
1) Calculate the interval expected value of each g j ( x,b,c), and f ( x,ȃ) . 2) Break the problem into 4 sets of deterministic LP problems as shown in (4). 3) Solve the system in step 2 if their feasible regions are not empty. Otherwise, define the penalty functions (5), (6), (7) and (8). 4) Use modeling techniques to get rid of non-smooth absolute functions in (5), (6), (7) and (8). 5) Solve four sets of LP problems received from step 4. Two of these problems give ( x * , ψ * , ζ * ) with the objective value z * and ( x * , ψ * , ζ * ) with the objective value z * . 6) Represent (( x * , ψ * , ζ * ) + ( x * , ψ * , ζ * ))/2 with the objective value (z * +z * )/2 as our solution to the original uncertain problem.
Example 3.1:
Consider the problem 5] T .
The coefficients in this example have possibility (or probability) polynomial density functions as shown in table II. Also, noting that the functions f and g 3 involve 3 types of uncertainties. Apply Algorithm 3.1 step by step, we have: 2) Break the problem into 4 sets of deterministic LP problems by using two objective functions, f L and f U , and 2 sets of constraint systems, g L and g U . We show here the LP problem that has f L as the objective function and g L as the constraints
3) These 4 sets of LP problems in step 2 have empty feasible sets. So we define the penalty functions, (shown here only the function corresponding to (5) ).
max h( x) := 1 3
4) Remodel the problem in step 3 by using s 1 = s 2 = s 3 = $1 and e 1 = e 2 = e 3 = $1: a) , b), c) and d) are optimal solutions that generated by the pair of f L and g L , f L and g U , f U and g L , and the pair of f U and g U , respectively. So b) ≡ ( x * , ψ * , ζ * ) with the objective value z * and c) ≡ ( x * , ψ * , ζ * ) with the objective value z * . 6) Therefore, we can represent x 1 = 0.61945, x 3 = 0.5870 and ζ 3 = 0.7834 with objective value 2.6457 as our solution for this example, (while the other variables are zero). Noting that if we choose the midpoint of interval expected values given by step 1 of Algorithm 3.1 instead of going through the algorithm, an optimal solution will be x 1 = 0.5625, x 3 = 0.6250, ζ 3 = 1.1250 and the rests are zero, with optimal value z = 2.2187. Moreover, x 1 * = 0.3158 ≤ 0.5625 ≤ 0.9231 = x * 1 , x 3 * = 0.3846 ≤ 0.6250 ≤ 0.7895 = x * 3 , ζ 3 * = 0.2115 ≤ 1.1250 ≤ 1.3553 = ζ * 3 and z * = 1.1184 ≤ 2.2187 ≤ 4.1731 = z * . However, it does not mean that x 1 = 0.9, x 3 = 0.75 and ζ 3 = 1.3 represents an optimal solution of an LP problem created by a particular set of constant coefficients in interval expected values because it might not be an element is the largest feasible set.
5)

IV. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER RESEARCH
What we have done in this paper is that we use the concept of IVPMs to get the corresponding interval expected value of uncertain coefficients in an LP problem. Then our uncertain optimization problem becomes the same type as the original problem with interval coefficients. By using the endpoints of these interval, we turn our problem in to the set of four LP problems which can be solved by any appropriate tools such as GAMS or LINDO. Moreover, IVPM (with independent uncertain random variables) can be used to put all three uncertainties, (probabilistic, possibilistic and interval), in one framework. So that optimization problems containing all three types of uncertainties in one problem, especially in one constraint inequality, (constraint g 3 in example 3.1, for instance), can be solved.
We restricted our uncertain random variables to be independent which makes it much easier when calculating the interval expected values. The question is whether or not we can still use the concept of IVPMs when we have dependent uncertain random variables. Therefore, the suggestion for further research is focusing on the dependence of uncertain coefficients.
